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Congratulations Award Winners 

More Journey to 
mystical union through the
sacred and the profane
By Mariah McKenzie

SILVER MEDAL - 
2016 Living Now Book Awards,
Sexuality, Femininity
AWARD FINALIST - 2017 Best Book
Awards, Self-Help: Relationships

Have you ever wanted More? Not more stuff…or money…or
success…or fame…but more intimacy, more connection, more

mystery, more awe. 
Join Mariah McKenzie and her husband Jake on a forbidden and

transcendent journey that takes them from the mundane to the mys-
tical through the sacred and the profane. As they juggle challenges
while raising their two young children, including infidelity and
repressed memories of childhood sexual abuse, they learn to navi-
gate the way together, relying on sacred sexuality and meditation 
to chart a new course. 
“Eat, Pray, Love painted with Fifty Shades of Grey” - “A bold 

celebration of holy intimacy and its capacity to heal.” 
- Elizabeth Jarrett Andrew, Writing the Sacred Journey
Infidelity needn’t destroy a relationship. There’s More. - “Offers

a ray of light to both individuals and couples,” - Margot Anand, 
The Art of Sexual Ecstasy
John Hunt Publishing, O Books imprint  sacredjourneytomore.com
$25.95 Paperback  ISBN 978-1-78535-262-1  $9.99 E-book  272 pp

The New Humans
By visionary-futurist Charol Messenger

First Place Winner!
Soul-Bridge Awards of Europe 2017 
in “Spiritual Awakening of Humanity”
Second Place Book Excellence 2017

Predictions to 3500 A.D. 
New waves of visionaries are in life to serve: 
all peoples, nations and societies, in all endeavors,
including: science, medicine, education; the chil-
dren, animals, the earth and seas. Despite social
chaos, we are actually in a magnanimous shift—
an individual and global spiritual awakening. 

$12.99 6x9 226p, 2018 Update, 9781546790464,
Amazon, Ingram, B&N, Kindle, wholesale for six
titles at Createspace. TheNewHumanityAuthor.com

Crossing All Boundaries
By Suzanne Nemec

2017 Best Book Awards Finalist-NewAge 
A moving story of former lovers,

Demetri and Astraea, who fall in love
once again, as Joshua and Jennifer; 

finding themselves in the throes of some-
thing illegal: interdimensional marriage.

As forces continue to threaten
Gisabella’s reign, Josh and Jennifer must
decide whether true love can conquer all.

Passionately Gluten Free LLC
$14.77 Paperback  348 pages  $4.77 eBook

IBSN 978-0999041703
www.suzannenemec.net Amazon, Ingram, B&N


